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PRODUCT 	

ANNOUNCEMENT

‣ ColorAnt 3 now available in two packages	

‣ Groundbreaking for the packaging and multicolor print markets	

‣ Custom Chart creation and exporting features	

‣ New design and new features that streamline the user experience

 



ColorAnt 3.0 MOST REQUESTED

‣Custom Chart Generation	

Create custom measurement data charts	


‣Edit Primary tool	

Repurpose primary colors and recalculate data	


‣CIE Conversion	

Change the observer and illumination of data	


 



Improved 
Navigation

NEW PRODUCTIVITY FEATURES

One of ColorLogic’s core values is to listen to our 
customers needs. Many of the most requested productivity 
features have been integrated into ColorAnt 3.0	


CIE Conversion,  
PDF and XML reports

Tone Value Tool 
improvements

English and German 
Language support 
other languages will follow

Great new 
Viewing Tools

 

Improved	

Comparison Tools	




ColorAnt 3.0 
TOOL PANEL

ColorAnt 3 includes single navigation panel to easily access all 
the functions to analyze measurement data in ColorAnt	


REVAMPED

IMPROVED NAVIGATION

 



ColorAnt 3 
TOOL PANEL

REVAMPED

IMPROVED INTERFACE

 

‣ Access any of ColorAnt 3 tools from the 
redesigned tool panel or by simply 
highlighting the data and right clicking	


‣ ColorAnt 3 includes single navigation panel 
to easily access all functions to analyze 
measurement data



‣ View by primaries, 
secondaries, triplex etc.	


‣ New option include showing  
black and white patches or 
limits	


‣ Improved spider web view 
for multicolor	


‣ Comparison with other 
profiles

IMPROVED VIEWING TOOLS

 



EDIT PRIMARIES

‣ Exchange, add or remove channels from pre-existing data	


‣ Recalculate data with additional primaries using spectral data	


‣ Allows the addition of multicolor channels  
(Requires the L Package)	


‣ Avoids printing test charts for every production situation

NEW FEATURES

Avoid producing multiple 
versions of test charts

Recalculate channel data:

 



EDIT PRIMARIES

‣ Compensate for variance in press conditions	


‣ Exchanging inks in packaging production	


‣ Flexibility for packaging clientele	


‣ Increase CMYK gamut by adding additional colors	


‣ Exchange and compensate for a different substrate/paper

NEW FEATURES

Edit primaries	

Target scenarios

Recalculate channel data:

 



ADD PRIMARIES

 

BEFORE AFTER

CMYK Data CMYK + 2 Spot ColorsAdd 2 Colors



CUSTOM CHART GENERATION

Create a custom chart for a 
specific printing situations

NEW FEATURE

 

‣ Define ink colors and amount patches	


‣ Build custom reference files for test charts	


‣ Define a small or large number of patches 	


‣ Incorporate the linearization of the primary inks



EXPORTING CUSTOM CHARTS

 

Create a custom chart for a 
specific printing situations

NEW FEATURE

‣ Export chart with specific settings	


‣ Presets optimized for multiple devices and paper sizes	


‣ Save as TIFF or PSD 	


‣ Set an ink limit while generating a chart



Change Viewing 
CONDITIONS

NEW FEATURE

CIE CONVERSION

 

‣ Convert spectral measurement data to different 
viewing conditions	


‣ Define a target illumination	


‣ Take the 10 degree observer into account for 
colors viewed from a larger distance 	


‣ Load emission data of target illumination as CxF 
or CGATS file



ColorAnt 3.0 
TVI TOOLS

TVI TOOLS

 

‣ Save custom curves	


‣ Apply custom curves to other data and 
channels	


‣ Show TVI curves according to XYZ or 
selected density status 

REVAMPED
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